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Multiple scattering of the fluorescence light from EAS
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One of the methods to study the highest energy cosmic rays is to observe the fluorescence (and Cherenkov)
light emitted sideways by the extensive air showers (EAS) they produce in the atmosphere. To reconstruct
the shower cascade curve,

�������
, from the observations of the light arriving from the directions towards the

subsequent shower track elements, it may be necessary to take into account the multiple scattering that photons
undergo on its way from the shower to the detector. This effect seems not to be a negligible one, particularly for
distant showers. In contrast to some Monte-Carlo treatments, we present here some analytical and numerical
results of our calculations of the Rayleigh scattering. We treat separately the consequent ’generations’ of the
scattered light. The angular smearing as well as the time delays are obtained for a point- and line light source.
The results can be scaled to various distances when measured in the mean scattering length.

1. Introduction

One of the methods to determine the EAS primary energy is to register fluorescence light emitted along the
shower track in the atmosphere (as in the Fly’s Eye, HiRes and Auger experiments). The aim of this paper is to
study the effect of this light being scattered in the atmosphere before reaching the detector . This leads to some
broadening of the shower cascade curve (number of particles as a function of slant depth,

�������
), if not taken

into account. Here we consider the Rayleigh scattering occurring in a uniform (constant density) atmosphere.
Where possible we solve the problem analytically.
A distant shower can be treated as a point isotropic light source moving with light velocity 	 along the shower
track. At the fluorescence detector camera, measuring the angular (and time - ) distribution of the arriving
light, it causes an elongated track of hit pixels (PMT’s), each having a small angular field of view.
Usually, it is assumed that it is only the light emitted in the pixel’s field of view which arrives, after some
attenuation, at the pixel. However, the attenuation consists in scattering the photons away of the field of view
of the considered pixel. Here we calculate what fraction of these photons comes back to the pixel or to its
neighbours. To do this we first consider an instantaneous isotropic point source and calculate the angular and
time distributions of photons arriving at a unit surface located perpendicularly at a given distance 
 . We then
integrate the obtained distribution over position and time of the emitted light. We treat the scattered light as a
sum of several generations: the first generation �� being the photons scattered exactly once, the second one ���
- twice and so on.

2. Angular and time distribution of light from an instantaneous isotropic source

We first calculate ����������� , being the angular distribution of photons scattered once, arriving at an angle � to
a unit perpendicular surface located at a distance 
 from the source, so that ���������� � ���"!#�$� , being the total
number of photons crossing the unit surface (from both sides), independent of time. Figure.1 presents the
geometry of the first scattering. All photons ��� � � � � arriving to the surface %'& at an angle

� �)(*�,+-��� � must
have been scattered between the two surfaces of the two cones with opening angles � and �.+/��� . So, it is not
difficult to see that their number should be:

��� � � �)0*
 � %'&1!32 �54 �� ��6178:9<; �=6?>�@ 4BAC > ��DE ><F �HG� %JIK>�@ 4LA*MC (1)
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Figure 1. Geometry of the first scattering.

where
E

is the mean scattering path length, F �HG� %JI is the fraction of photons scattered by angle
G

into the
solid angle %JI�!N%J&'	PO 9 �Q�RDTS � . This formula is for one emitted photon. Expressing D$(UD=S and

G
as functions

of 6 (for a fixed 
 and � ) and assuming Rayleigh scattering for F �VG��
we obtain

���$� � �)0W
 �
��� ! XX 8ZY\[,] 	�O 9 � ]
 � 2 �^4 �� @_D�`.acb [ 9<; �=�d+ 9<; �=69�; � � �e+�6 �gf >�h 7 +�	PO 9 � � �.+�6 �ji ��6 (2)

where [\k 
,� E . Within a small angle ��l around �'!nm the fraction of photons from the first generation %o�� ,
as compared to the unscattered flux, can be found analytically:

%o� � � � l �� � prq Y7_s [ � l �HtRu � � p X)vw7 > 7 m 4 � [ � l � ; �x�Q@<y � (3)

For larger angles the integral (2) has to be calculated numerically.
Having ������ � � �)0W
 �

one can calculate the angular distribution of the second generation ��� � �Z��� arriving at the
surface %J& by a similar way as for ��� � ����� . The only difference is that point & in Figure.1 is now the site
of the second scattering and the arriving photons have the distribution of angles ��� � � � � 0UD � �Z��� � with the axial
symmetry around the distance D . We obtain that

��� � � �)0*
 �
��� ! 8 ] 	PO 9 � ] 2 �^4 �� ��6o@ 4LAUMC D � 2 �� ��� �

] 	PO 9 ��� ]
��� � � � � 0UD ������ 2 �� � 7 +�	PO 9 � G� �Qz � (4)

where z � is the azimuth angle of the first generation photons at the second scattering point, and the scattering
angle

G
can be found from the relation

	PO 9 G !-	�O 9 � �.+16 � 	PO 9 ���{b 9<; � � �d+16 � 9<; �=���P	PO 9 z|� (5)

The integral over z}� can be calculated analytically:

2 �� � 7 +�	PO 9 � G� �Qz � ! Yx~ 7 +�	PO 9 � � �.+�6 � 	PO 9 � � � +�78:9�; � � � �.+�6 � 9<; � � � �W� (6)

The remaining double integral has to be found by numerical calculations.
Any next ; b��U� generation can be found from the previous one

� ; b 7 � �U� from formulae (4) - (6), where the
index

8
is replaced by ; and index 7 - by ; b 7 . The resulting angular distributions of the first three generations,

as a ratio of the mxb��U� generation (not scattered) � � ! �� ���=� @ 4�� , are presented in Figure.2, left.
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Figure 2. Left: Angular distribution of light �Z�T�H�P��� of the three generations at �#��� , from a point isotropic source,
as a fraction of the non-scattered light �c� . Right: First generation; upper curve: all times (the same as in the left figure),
middle: �g�/�<� �R� , lower: �g���_� ���
The field of view of a single pixel is usually small ( � 7�v��Q� � 8 in the Auger experiment) so that one would
expect that for 
�! E

there will be about X�v�7Z� > 7�v�� � 8 ! 8 v X^� (formula (3)) of the first generation plus�o �m v�7 > 8 v XQ� !¡m v 8 � of the second generation (Figure.3), with negligible contribution from the third one.
Thus, roughly � 8 v���� of the light, emitted in the field of view of a pixel and arriving to it without scattering,
will be scattered away and back to its field of view (for 
¢! E

). This number scales as [T£ ! � 
¤� E � £ for the; b��U� generation at � l¦¥ 7 .
In the fluorescence experiments the arrival time window is limited, so that it is of interest to determine the
angular distribution of light within a fixed range of time. We can get easily the � � � � �Z������� , as the integrand in
(1), being a function of 6 , can be represented as a function of the the arrival time � ( �|!-m is the emission time).
It is convenient to express time in units of 
¤�Z	 , introducing §\!�	 �*��
 . Then we obtain

� � �$�������§ !¨X©�Yª[
 � @ 4��P« � §Jb�	�O 9 � � � + 9<; � � �~H� §Jb¬	PO 9 � � � + 9<; � � � �� 9<; �=� ] 	PO 9 � ] (7)

As the delay time of the measured photons (with respect to 
¤�Z	 ) is usually set as small ( §\b 7 ¥ 7 ) we can
calculate the angular distribution of the first generation by integrating (7) over 7x® §? /§ � , for § � b 7 ¥ 7 . This
can be done analytically (for the lack of space we do not give here the formula) and the results are presented
in Figure.2, right. It can be seen that the time-limited light flux is considerably smaller than the total one,
particularly for large angles.

3. Light from a moving source

To determine the effect of the multiple scattering of the EAS fluorescence light we have to consider a moving,
isotropic point source. Let ¯ � �)(*z{0W
o(*� � �^I°��� be the number of photons arriving in the solid angle �^I � �)(Wz �

in
the time interval

� � (U��+���� � at the unit surface at distance 
 from the point determined by �o!-m on the shower
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Figure 3. Time distribution of light observed by a pixel with radius ��� ±_�R² at angle ³o�n´T�_µ to the line of sight, from a
moving source (shower) at ����� . �,�1� corresponds to the time when the source is in the middle of the pixel.

axis. It is not difficult to see that

¯ � �)(Wz¶(*� 0*
 � ! 2�·¸º¹ � � M (*� S 0W
 S � >R»x��¼¾½.�c@ t @ ¹ � � M (U� S 0*
 S � ! 78�Y 9<; �=� S ] 	�O 9 � S ]
� � ���� S ��� S (8)¿

and À are the limiting points of the shower track and »x�Q¼ is the number of photons produced along �Q¼ . If

the angle between the shower axis and the direction �Á!¢m is Â then 
¤S}!�
'Ã 7 b �UÄ� 	PO 9 ÂL+ � �� � , where ¼ is
the distance of the element �Q¼ from the point on the shower with �?!¡m . We also have that �WS|!#�}b�¼j�Z	 and	�O 9 ��ST!�	PO 9�Å 	PO 9 �,b 9<; � ÅÆ9<; �=�|	PO 9 z , where Å is determined from: ¼j�Z
�! 9�; � Å � 9<; � � Å +�Â � .
To calculate how many scattered photons arrive at a particular pixel of the detector camera, one has to integrate¯ � �)(*z{(U� 0W
 �

over its field of view. Changing
¿

and/or À we can calculate from which part of the shower the
photons arrive. Figure.3 shows an example of the time distribution of the light arriving from a unit distance at
a pixel, with angular diameter 7�v �Q� . The upper horizontal line shows the non-scattered light, the other three
correspond to the first generation of photons produced: above the pixel field of view (1a), inside it (1b) and
below it (1c), correspondingly; (1) is the sum of the three. We see that the contribution of the neighbouring
pixels is rather small. The line denoted by (2) shows the total contribution from the second generation.

4. Conclusions

It is possible to treat the multiple scattering of the fluorescence light analytically, with some numerical help,
at least for a homogeneous atmosphere. The Rayleigh scattering, causing some of the light come back to the
direct flux, can be important only when the distance to the shower 
�Ç E

. Its contribution within an opening
angle � l is less (if time limited) than X�v�7Z� � È � l (deg).
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